TCS Rapid Financial Planning for Telcos
Driver-based Integrated Operations and Financial Planning

Enterprise Solutions

Telecommunication companies are today challenged on several business fronts like adverse economic conditions,
high customer churn, falling tariffs on telephony, shortening of product life cycles, new market entrants,
diversification pressures and the investments these require. These are making the job of a Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) more difficult. CFOs have to constantly discover and innovate around new drivers, to protect margins and
accelerate growth.
Today's Telecommunications CFO needs to understand the linkage between the operational play of business
drivers and their impact on the overall financial performance of the company, to make effective strategic and
operational decisions. The CFO's Office needs integrated financial and operational planning: an efficient, tool-based
process for agile planning, budgeting and forecasting. Tata Consultancy Services' (TCS') Rapid Financial Planning
for Telcos does precisely this.

Overview

Benefits

Rapid Financial Planning for Telcos is an out-of-the-box, integrated
driver-based planning, forecasting and analytics application.
Its bouquet of driver-based planning models covers a wide range
of product offerings and customer and industry segments. With
techniques far advanced than those which spreadsheet software
supports, the solution provides key functions like planning Profit
& Loss, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow, Capital Expenditure, Manpower,
Product Pricing, Customer Servicing Operations, etc.

Significant reduction in cycle time and cost
Reduce annual enterprise planning cycle time drastically, typically
from five months to less than two, leveraging this first-of-its-kind
solution in the world market.

Built on market-leading Hyperion Planning, OBIEE 11g and Exalytics,
from Oracle, the solution significantly reduces time and cost and
increases the accuracy and agility of the enterprise planning and
analytics processes. The solution helps you plan for better asset
utilization and to increase overall return on investment (ROI).

Accurate planning and forecasting
Leverage sophisticated planning models and reduced cycle time to
derive accurate forecasts based on near real-time market numbers
and scenarios.
Backed by industry best practices
The solution encapsulates a broad range of built-in driver-based
planning models and best practices applicable to planning processes
for the telecommunications industry.
Optimal staffing
With the solution’s efficient technology base, cut back on the team
size involved in planning, forecasting and analysis, often by as
much as 80%.
Dashboards for strategic decision-making
Make agile, informed and efficient decisions, using integrated
analytics dashboards.
Swift, cost-effective implementation
Implement the solution in a short cycle time, thanks to its
state-of-the-art technology and pre-built models.

www.tcs.com
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TCS' Rapid Financial Planning for Telcos: services and structure

The TCS Advantage

Contact

We appreciate your business and its challenges, and address
problems by creating business-driven technology solutions.

To know more about TCS' Rapid Financial Planning for Telcos, contact
bipm.oracle@tcs.com

TCS has a well-established, dedicated Center of Excellence (CoE) for
Oracle Business Intelligence & Performance Management (BIPM).
The CoE focuses on creating tools and accelerators and on using best
practices for implementation, to ensure high quality and best-in-class
solutions for our clients. The CoE also conceptualizes and develops
business solutions like TCS’ Rapid Financial Planning for Telcos.

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure,
engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique
Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of
excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group, India’s
largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed
on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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Our strong Hyperion practice is driven primarily by Finance experts,
including chartered accountants certified in Hyperion products.
Our experts bring the right mix of business and technology
knowledge to the table to advise clients on technologies that deliver
maximum benefit. In addition, TCS’ Telecom business unit on-boards
strong telecommunications expertise for solution-building.

